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SECURITY FOR AN EVER CONNECTED WORLD
Operational Technology (OT) comes in many forms, from Internet of Things (IoT) devices (like
health trackers, intelligent light bulbs, energy meters etc.), to Industrial Control Systems (ICS)
and Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems controlling factories,
transportation, buildings and ensuring Critical Infrastructure (water and electricity)
generation and distribution. OT is everywhere and it touches the world around us.
OT is generally designed with availability and interoperability in mind. Unfortunately, this
means that security of these devices is often an after-thought (if included as part of the
system design at all). The historical response to OT vulnerabilities was to address the risk
through physical separation via “air-gaps”. Although this is still practised in the case of
highly sensitive networks (such as military and nuclear operational environments), the
benefits of converged networks, centralised monitoring and management, and big data
analysis has led to a proliferation of interconnected networks in most other environments.
The increased convergence of IT and OT networks has exposed OT to cyber threats that these
components were never designed to withstand. Malware specifically targeting OT are
increasing in capability and occurrence. At the same time OT is also subject to collateral
damage when traditional cyber threats such as Ransomware and Worms hit the IT network.

USE CASE: RETAIL, HEALTHCARE AND PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
These industries often have geographically dispersed operations with localised OT connected
to the IT network in the form of Building Management Systems, Access Control, Surveillance
systems, Generators, Environmental Sensors and the like. Although some form of separation
may be in place, bridges between the IT and OT networks abound.
Attackers target OT both as entry point to the IT network and also as a prize in itself. Due to
the number of different vendor products involved and limited security capability of devices,
the application of traditional IT security practices and controls (like patching, configuration
hardening and segregation) is unrealistic.
Splice secures these environments through logically relocating OT into an encrypted overlay
network, and provides vulnerability shielding within this network, allowing customers to
continue normal operations even with vulnerable equipment connected.
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CASE STUDY
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
Splice has been deployed at a customer with a large facilities portfolio, covering various
disciplines such as HVAC, Safety and Fire Systems, Access Control, Energy usage monitoring
and Solar Generation. These OT networks have a direct impact on human life.
The customer historically followed an air-gap approach to each of these network segments.
Cabling and connectivity was managed by external vendors with limited skill in networking
equipment and network management, resulting in stability issues in the Operational
Environment. In addition, the business case for converging OT networks with the IT
infrastructure was prompting the customer to reevaluate the approach to and exposures
from the OT segments.
Splice detected unintentional bridges between networks, unauthorised connections to the
Internet, Remote Access policy overrides by Operators, vulnerable legacy IT components,
insecure HMI configurations as well as network loops impacting availability.
Splice allowed the customer to understand OT specific exposures, formulate an OT/IT
convergence strategy and define policies to govern OT networks across all of their facilities.

PROTECTION VS DETECTION
Splice can actively protect Operational Technology by shielding code, configuration, identity
and architecture vulnerabilities inside an encrypted overlay network.
This is a key differentiator from other OT Cybersecurity solutions that only provide detective
capabilities.
Although Splice was designed with this in-path philosophy from the start, the decision
whether to move to in-path mode, as well as the pace of migration is customer and industry
dependent.
For some industries like Critical Infrastructure and Mining, Splice operates primarily in an outof-band mirror mode, with in-path mode available as a contingency during a cyber-attack (a
strategy used in response planning for APT attacks against electrical grid infrastructure).
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MIRROR MODE
Splice uses a passive approach to provide asset and services visibility, behavioral
profiling and threat detection capabilities.
Through machine learning driven outlier detection and deterministic analysis
algorithms, Splice builds a profile of the Operational Technology network behavior.
Using the Autopilot feature, Splice continuously monitors device behavior to detect and
triage anomalous activity.
Advanced visualisations allow defenders to rapidly find and remove threats from the
environment. The Splice behavioral analysis engine provides a forensic trail of the OT
network going back a full year, and overlays outliers and anomalous behavior.

Splice can continue to operate in mirror mode only, providing detective security
controls, or based on the exposures identified and the organizational risk appetite, can
be transitioned into Edge or In-path mode to provide protection and risk reduction on
the OT network.
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EDGE MODE
In converged networks, most of the exposure originates from user behavior. End-user
systems interfacing with OT devices (such as Operator and Engineer workstations),
potentially bridge the OT/IT network, exposing OT networks to IT threats as well as IT
networks to OT threats. Network bridges can cause collateral damage in OT networks
(e.g. where there is an malware outbreak on the IT network), or can be abused in
opportunistic and targeted attacks.
The risk profile of the OT network can be reduced by rerouting user traffic into the Splice
network with breakouts to OT devices via Edge-mode Cloaks. In Edge mode there is no
configuration changes required for any OT equipment.
Edge mode allows for risk mitigation by bringing User activity into the OT network in a
controlled manner.
IN-PATH MODE
Splice can be migrated to in-path mode to provide active protection (in the form of
vulnerability shielding) for OT devices. Splice allows for a phased risk averse approach
to adopt OT devices into the Splice overlay network. During this phased adoption,
communication paths remain open on both the underlay (infrastructure) network as well
as the Splice overlay network.
The Splice In-path deployment architecture is flexible in order to accommodate OT
network latency sensitivity balanced to the organizations risk appetite. The following
design options are available: total separation from the underlay infrastructure, inter
device isolation, OT group isolation, flat network protection.
Splice provides a simplified dashboard to view both overlay network health as well as
OT Network behavior in one place:
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CORE FEATURES
Highly redundant encrypted overlay network
The Splice overlay network improves availability of geographically disparate nodes
through the use of redundant components (supernodes and cloaks in Splice
terminology), complementing redundancy of the underlay network.
The encrypted nature of the network, together with in-core isolation (discussed below)
compensates for widespread unauthenticated and unencrypted Industrial Control
Network Protocols.
In-core isolation
Nodes are grouped inside the overlay network. Communications flow unrestricted
between members of a group, however bridging between groups is prevented. This
ensures that the impact of a physical compromise of a node is contained.
In-core isolation also means that different node types can be located behind a single
cloak.
For example, a Building Management System, Access Control System,
refrigeration sensors and lifts can be protected by a single cloak, segregating the
communication streams between these groups.
Behavioral profiling
As for mirror and edge modes, communication flows are profiled and analysed to
determine normal behavior and detect outliers. The almost deterministic nature of OT
allows Splice to identify unusual communication patterns as anomalies in near real
time.
Depending on the deployed configuration, communication flows can either be
mediated at the cloak level or sent up to a centralised controller. Communication
flows mediated at the cloak level are also profiled and forwarded to the centralised
controller.
The network traffic profile is kept as a forensic audit trail going back a full year.
Vulnerability shielding
Vulnerability Management (patching) is a well established IT security practice.
Patching OT nodes usually equate to firmware upgrades.
Patching for known
vulnerabilities is exceedingly difficult in OT as (a) updated firmware may not be
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available, (b) firmware upgrades could require unacceptable downtime, and (c) failed
firmware upgrades may be unrecoverable and brick the node.
Splice provides vulnerability shielding for common OT exploits, as well as the ability to
create custom patch signatures.
Identity shielding
Hardware based Human Machine Interfaces (HMI’s) are treated as OT nodes and are
protected within the Splice overlay network.
Operation of these devices are
unaffected by Splice.
In some cases however, human interaction with the OT network happens through
network services (such as web based HMI’s) or applications installed on general
purpose computers. As with vulnerability management of nodes, patching of these
network services and general purpose systems may not be desirable. Furthermore,
these systems may contain design flaws (such as unauthenticated access and
unencrypted protocols, limited role design), or configuration weaknesses (e.g. default
vendor passwords that cannot be changed).
Splice secures these services through Multi-factor Authentication (MFA). This system
can be layered to create different roles (e.g. operator vs engineer) in an application
that has no role awareness, and without touching the application code.
Remote Support
The overlay network lays the foundation for controlled remote access (secured
through Identity shielding as described above). Access for support partners can be
tightly controlled with full visibility of activities and by establishing a single channel for
bringing in code / firmware updates into the environment.
This approach also eliminates the security risk brought about through unintended
bridging of the OT/IT network at engineering and operator workstations using
unauthorised remote control applications.
Asset management
All nodes in the overlay network are identified and tracked in a central database. This
is done through passive discovery of assets and asset services, tagging of nodes with
asset tags, OT device group tags, and location information.
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email: mcoetzee@cybersplice.com
phone: +27 82 8515137 (SAST timezone)
web:
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